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T he Story of Hot Cocoa 
     Hot cocoa is a delicious and comforting beverage that has been enjoyed by people around the 
world for centuries. Its rich history dates back to ancient civilizations and has evolved over time to 
become the popular treat we know and love today. 

     The story of hot cocoa begins in Central and South America, 
where the ancient Mayans and Aztecs first discovered the cacao 
tree. They believed that the cacao tree was a divine gift from the 
gods and held it in high regard. The cacao beans were so  valuable 
that they were used as currency and even offered as sacrifices 
during religious ceremonies. 

     The Mayans and Aztecs prepared a bitter drink called "xocoatl" 
using ground cacao beans, water, and spices such as chili peppers 
and vanilla. This beverage was reserved for the elite and was often 
enjoyed during special occasions. 

     When Christopher Columbus arrived in the Americas in the late 
15th century, he encountered cacao beans for the first time. He brought some back to Spain, but it 
wasn't until the 16th century that the drink gained popularity among the European nobility. The 
Spanish added sugar and  other sweeteners to make it more palatable, and hot cocoa quickly became 
a fashionable beverage. 

     Over time, hot cocoa spread throughout Europe and became a staple in many households. In the 
17th  century, it was introduced to England, where it became a popular drink among the wealthy. Hot 
cocoa houses started appearing, serving this delightful beverage to the general public. 

     In the 18th century, advancements in technology made it easier to produce hot cocoa on a larger 
scale. The invention of the cocoa press allowed for the extraction of cocoa butter, resulting in a 
smoother and less gritty drink. This made hot cocoa more accessible to a wider audience. 

     In the 19th century, the Dutch developed a process called "Dutching" that treated cocoa powder 
with  alkaline salts, reducing its bitterness and giving it a milder flavor. This process revolutionized 
the hot cocoa industry and laid the foundation for the modern hot cocoa powders we enjoy today. 

     In the early 20th century, hot cocoa became a popular drink during World War I. It provided 
comfort and a taste of home for soldiers on the front lines. Manufacturers also started adding   
powdered milk to hot cocoa mixes, making it even more convenient to prepare. 

     Today, hot cocoa is enjoyed worldwide, especially during the colder months. It can be made from 
scratch using cocoa powder, sugar, milk, and other flavorings, or purchased as instant mixes for quick 
and easy    preparation. Many people like to add marshmallows, whipped cream, or sprinkles for an  
extra special touch. 

     So, the next time you sip on a warm cup of hot cocoa, remember its rich history and the journey it 
has taken to become the beloved beverage it is today. 
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T he Story of Hot Cocoa 
1.  What were some of the ingredients used by the Mayans and Aztecs to prepare their drink? 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What advancements in technology in the 18th century made it easier to produce hot cocoa on a larger 

scale and what did it do?  ___________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Why did hot cocoa become popular during World War I?  __________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Which civilizations first discovered the cacao tree? (select all that apply) 

a) Mayans 

b) Aztecs 

c) Egyptians 

d) Romans 

 

5. What did the Spanish add to the drink to make it more palatable? 

a) Sugar 

b) Chili peppers 

c) Vanilla 

d) Alkaline salts 


